As it is often unavoidable to obtain incomplete data in life testing and survival analysis, research on censoring data is becoming increasingly popular. In this paper, the problem of estimating the entropy of a two-parameter Lomax distribution based on generalized progressively hybrid censoring is considered. The maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown parameters are derived to estimate the entropy. Further, Bayesian estimates are computed under symmetric and asymmetric loss functions, including squared error, linex, and general entropy loss function. As we cannot obtain analytical Bayesian estimates directly, the Lindley method and the Tierney and Kadane method are applied. A simulation study is conducted and a real data set is analyzed for illustrative purposes.
Introduction
Lomax distribution, also conditionally known as Pareto Type II distribution, is a heavy tail distribution widely used in reliability analysis, life testing problems, information theory, business, economics, queuing problems, actuarial modeling and biological sciences. It is essentially a Pareto Type II distribution that has been shifted so that it is non-negative. Lomax distribution was first introduced in Reference [1] . Ahsanullah [2] derived some distributional proprieties and presented two types of estimates for the unknown parameters based on the record value for a sequence of Lomax distribution. Afaq [3] derived the Bayesian estimators of Lomax distribution under three different loss functions using Jeffery's and an extension of Jeffery's prior, and compared the Bayesian estimates with the maximum likelihood estimate by using mean squared error. Ismail [4] derived the maximum likelihood estimators and interval estimators of the unknown parameters under a step-stress model supposing that the time to failure has a Lomax distribution with failure-censoring and studied the optimal test designs.
The cumulative distribution function of Lomax distribution is given as follows:
The corresponding probability density function of Lomax distribution is given by:
One characteristic of Lomax distribution is that there are many distributions which have a close relationship with it. Lomax distribution is a special case of q-exponential distribution, generalized Pareto distribution, beta prime distribution and F distribution. Plus, it is a mixture of exponential distributions where the mixing distribution of the rate is a gamma distribution.
f (x) log( f (x))dx.
Differential entropy can be used to measure the uniformity of a distribution. A distribution that spreads out has a higher entropy, whereas a highly peaked distribution has a relatively lower entropy. Many authors have carried out their studies based on entropy. Siamak and Ehsan [11] proposed Shannon aromaticity based on the concept of Shannon entropy in information theory and applied it to describe the probability of electronic charge distribution between atoms in a given ring. Tahmasebi and Behboodian [12] derived the entropy and the order statistics for the Feller-Pareto family and presented the entropy ordering property for the sample minimum and maximum of Feller-Pareto subfamilies. Cho et al. [13] estimated the entropy for Weibull distribution under three different loss functions based on generalized progressively hybrid censoring scheme. Seo and Kang [14] discussed the entropy of a generalized half-logistic distribution based on Type II censored samples.
The entropy of the Lomax distribution is given by:
As it is often inevitable to lose some experimental units before terminal time in a test, censoring is becoming increasingly popular in lifetime testing and survival analysis. The two most popular censoring schemes in literature are Type I and Type II censoring schemes. Hybrid censoring, which was first proposed in Reference [15] , is a mixture of Type I and Type II censoring schemes. The conventional censoring schemes (Type I, Type II, hybrid censoring) do not allow experimental units to be removed other than the terminal time. The early removals are desirable so that some experimental units can be removed and used in other experiments. Accordingly, the progressively censoring scheme was introduced by Reference [16] . The progressively hybrid censoring scheme can be described as follows. Suppose that n identical units are placed on a test. Let X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m be the ordered failure times and R = (R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R m ) be the censoring scheme. Then we have ∑ m i=1 R m + m = n. We refer to Reference [17] for detailed discussion about progressively censoring. The test is terminated either when a pre-assigned number, say m, failures have been observed or when a pre-specified time, say T, has been reached. So clearly the terminal time T end = min{X m , T}. When the first failure occurs, R 1 units are randomly removed from the test. When the second failure occurs, R 2 units are randomly removed. Eventually, when the m-th failure occurs or when the pre-specified time T is reached, all the remaining units are removed from the test.
The disadvantages of progressively hybrid censoring are that it cannot be applied and the accuracy of the estimates can be extremely low if only a few units fail before terminal time T end . For this reason, Cho et al. [18] proposed a generalized progressively hybrid censoring scheme. Suppose n identical units are placed on an experiment. For the sake of observing at least k (pre-determined) units in the experiment, the terminal time is adjusted to T * end = max{X k , min{X m , T}}. Similarly, R 1 units are randomly removed from the test when the first failure is observed. R 2 units are randomly removed when the second failure is observed. This continues until all the units are removed when the T * end has been reached. A representation of the generalized progressively hybrid censoring scheme, the corresponding condition and the expressions of terminal time (T * end ) and R * 1 , R * 2 , R * 3 , terminal removals are presented as follows.
The objective of this paper is to derive the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and Bayesian estimators of entropy, and to compare the proposed estimates of entropy with respect to mean squared error (MSE) and bias value. We first derive the maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown parameters for the Lomax distribution and calculate the entropy based on the invariance property of the MLE. Next, we consider the Bayesian estimators of the entropy under squared error, linex and general entropy loss function. It is to be noted that it is not easy to obtain explicit expressions of Bayesian estimates and thus the Lindley method and the Tierney and Kadane method are applied. We conduct a simulation study and compare the performance of all the estimates of entropy with respect to MSE and bias values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we deal with computing entropy based on MLEs. Bayesian estimators under squared error, linex and general entropy loss function are derived using the Lindley method and Tierney and Kadane method in Section 3. A simulation study is conducted and presented to study the performance of the estimates in Section 4. In Section 5, a real data set is analyzed for illustrative purposes. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
In this section, we obtain the maximum likelihood estimators of entropy based on generalized progressively hybrid censoring. The likelihood functions and log-likelihood functions for cases I, II and III can be found in Appendix A, and the likelihood functions and log-likelihood functions in Case I, Case II and Case III can be combined and written as
where
Let Equation (5) take derivatives with respect to α and λ. We can get ∂l ∂α
∂l ∂λ
where, W 1 (λ)=0 for Case I and Case III;
for Case II. Equation (6) can also be written as
.
Using Equation (8) , Equation (7) can be written as
where,
. Therefore, we can use an iterative procedure, which was proposed by Reference [19] and applied in Reference [20] , to compute the MLEs. Set an initial guess value of λ, say λ (1) , then let λ (2) 
where ε is some pre-specified tolerance limit. Thenλ = λ (k+1) .
Then according to the invariance property of the MLE, using Equations (3) and (8), we can obtain:
Bayesian Estimation

Prior and Posterior Distributions
It is to be noticed that both parameters α and λ are unknown, namely no natural conjugate bivariate prior distribution exists. Therefore we assume the independent priors of α and λ are Gamma(a, b) and Gamma(c, d) with corresponding means 
where a, b, c, d are the positive hyperparameters containing the prior knowledge. Thus, the joint prior distribution is given by:
The posterior distribution of α and λ is:
Letĝ(α, λ) be the expectation of a function of α and λ, say g(α, λ). Then we obtain:
In this passage, we only compute the Bayesian estimates for entropy. So particularly, g(α, λ) is a function of H.
Loss Function
In this subsection, we consider Bayesian estimators under symmetric and asymmetric loss functions. One of the most widely used symmetric loss functions is squared error loss function. The loss function is given by:
where δ is an estimator of θ. In this case, the Bayesian estimator (sayθ S ) is obtained as:
As for asymmetric loss function, we choose two most commonly used asymmetric loss functions-linex loss function and general entropy loss function. The linex loss function is defined as:
where, δ is an estimator of θ, and h is the sign presenting the asymmetry. We refer to Reference [21] for detailed information about linex loss function. The Bayesian estimator under linex function (sayθ l ) is given by:
Next, the general entropy loss function is defined as:
where δ is an estimator of θ, and q is the sign presenting the asymmetry. For a detailed information, we refer to Reference [22] . The Bayesian estimator in this situation (sayθ e ) is given as:
Using Equations (12)- (14), the Bayesian estimators of entropy under squared error loss function, linex loss function and general entropy loss function can be obtained as:
It is to be noted that all the Bayesian estimates of entropy are in the form of a ratio of two integrals, which cannot be simplified or computed directly. Thus, we apply the Lindley method and Tierney and Knadane method to compute the estimates.
Lindley Method
In this subsection, we apply the Lindley ( [23] ) method to compute the approximate Bayesian estimates of entropy. For the two parameters case, the Lindley method can be written as:
The notations in this formula and some basic formulas are omitted here and presented in Appendix B.
• For squared error loss function, we take:
Then we can compute that:
Then using Equation (18), the Bayesian estimates under squared error loss function can be obtained as:
• Further, for the linex loss function, we take:
We can obtain that:
Similarly, using Equation (18), we can derive the Bayesian estimates of entropy under the linex loss function as:
•
For general entropy loss function, we take:
We can derive that:
Thus, the Bayesian estimate under general entropy loss function can be computed using: 
In the next subsection, we apply the Tierney and Kadane method to compute the approximate Bayesian estimate.
Tierney and Kadane Method
An alternative to the Lindley method to approximate the integrals is using the method proposed by Tierney and Kadane. Detailed information about the Tierney and Kadane method can be found in Reference [24] , and a comparision between the Tierney and Kadane method and Lindley method can be found in [25] . In this subsection, we use the Tierney and Kadane method to estimate the entropy. We consider the function of α and λ, say g(α, λ). The formulas in the Tierney and Kadane method are as follows:
where Σ and Σ * are the inverse of the negative Hessian matrix of δ and δ * , respectively. Note that using Equations (5) and (10), we have:
In order to computeα T andλ T , we need to solve the following equations:
∂δ ∂α
∂δ ∂λ
We can also find that
Thus, we can compute |Σ| = [
For squared error loss function, we take:
Let δ * S take derivatives with respect to α and λ, we obtain:
According to the equations above, we can obtain (α * T ,λ * T ). In order to compute |Σ * | = [
, we also need to compute:
So the Bayesian estimate under squared error loss function is:
• Further, for linex loss function, we take:
Thus, we have:
Using Equations (23) and (24), we can obtain (α * T ,λ * T ). We can also compute that:
Thus, we can compute |Σ * | = [
. The Bayesian estimate under linex loss function can be derived as:
• As for general entropy loss function, we take:
We can compute that:
∂δ * e ∂λ = ∂δ ∂λ
Using Equations (25) and (26), we can compute (α * T ,λ * T ). We can also compute that:
Then, we can obtain |Σ * | = [
. Obviously, the Bayesian estimate under the general entropy loss function can be derived as:
Simulation Results
In this section, a simulation study is conducted in order to compare different estimates of entropy with respect to MSEs and bias values. First, we describe how to generate a generalized progressively hybrid censored sample for Lomax distribution.
Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m ) be the Type II progressively censored sample for Lomax distribution with censoring scheme R = (R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R m ). Then
is the Type II progressively censored sample for a standard exponential distribution. According to the transformation proposed by [16] , let
Then Z 1 , Z 2 , · · · , Z m are the independent random variables from standard exponential distribution. Further, after generating Type II progressively censored sample X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m , we need to convert it to generalized progressively hybrid censored sample. For fixed T and k, if T < X k < X m , then the generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X k ); if X k < T < X m , then the corresponding generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X D ); and if X k < X m < T, then the corresponding generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m ). The algorithm for generating generalized hybrid censored sample can be described as: Then X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m ) is the Type II progressively censored sample for Lomax distribution. 4. For pre-fixed T and k, if T < X k < X m , then the generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X k ); if X k < T < X m , then the corresponding generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X D ); if X k < X m < T, then the corresponding generalized progressively hybrid censored sample X is X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X m ). Table 1 and the results with informative priors are presented in Table 2 . We apply two different types of censoring scheme (Sch). Sch I:
In all the tables, the bias values and the MSEs of the MLES of entropy are presented in the fifth column. All other columns uniformly contain four values. The first value denotes the bias value of the Bayesian estimate using the Lindley method and the second value denotes the corresponding MSE of the estimate using the Lindley method. The third and forth values represent the bias value and MSE of the estimates obtained by the Tierney and Kadane method.
In general, we can observe that the MSE values decrease as the sample size n increases. For fixed n and m, the MSEs decrease as k increases. Plus, the Bayesian estimate with informative prior performs much better than that with non-informative prior with respect to bias value and MSE. Further, it is observed that Bayesian estimates with proper priors usually perform better than the MLEs, while MLEs compete really well with Bayesian estimates with non-informative priors. When the prior is informative, both the methods perform well; while when the prior is non-informative, the Tierney and Kadane method is a better choice. For linex loss function, h = 0.5 seems to be a better choice than h = 0.2, and for general entropy loss function, q = 0.2 compete well with q = −0.2. Overall, the Bayesian estimates with proper prior under the linex loss function behave better than the other estimates. 
Data Analysis
In this section, a real data set is analyzed for illustrative purposes. We consider the data set obtained from a meteorological study in Reference [26] and analyzed by Reference [27] . The data were based on the radar-evaluated rainfall from 52 cumulus clouds (26 seeded clouds and 26 control clouds), namely the sample size n is 52. We apply the Akaike information criterion (AIC), defined by 2 × (p − log(L)), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), defined by p × log(n) − 2 × log(L), where p is the number of parameters, n is the number of observations, and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics with its p-value. The competing model is gamma distribution and generalized inverted exponential distribution. If the Lomax model fits well with the data, it will have low AIC, BIC, K-S statistics value and high p value. Plus, we also draw quantile-quantile plots to test the goodness of the model. The results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 1 . Although Gamma distribution competes well with Lomax distribution, its second parameter is too small. Plus, compared with gamma distribution, Lomax distribution is easier to handle with respect to the computational aspect. So, Lomax distribution is a better choice. We choose to apply the same censoring scheme as Reference [28] , which is R 1 = R 2 = · · · = R 24 = 1, R 25 = 3, m = 25 and n = 52 and the ordered progressively type-II censored sample generated by Reference [28] For the Bayesian estimation, we apply the non-informative prior a = b = c = d = 0. Besides, for the linex loss function, we choose h = 0.2 and h = 0.5. For the general loss function, we assign q = 0.2 and q = −0.2. The results are shown in Table 4 . We can observe that, although using different methods under different loss functions, the estimates of entropy are pretty close to each other. 
Conclusions
The problem of estimating the entropy for Lomax distribution is considered in this paper, based on generalized progressively hybrid censoring. The maximum likelihood estimator of entropy is derived. Further, we apply the Lindley method and the Tierney and Kadane method to compute Bayesian estimates under squared error loss function, linex loss function and general entropy loss function. Then the proposed estimates are compared with respect to bias values and MSEs. It is observed that Bayesian estimates with proper priors behave better than the corresponding MLEs. However, MLEs compete very well with Bayesian estimates when the priors of the Bayesian estimates are non-informative. Overall, the Bayesian estimates with proper priors under the linex loss function behave better than other estimates according to the simulation results presented in this passage.
Much research has been done based on traditional censoring schemes and progressively censoring schemes, while few studies have been conducted based on generalized hybrid censoring schemes. Besides, compared with the parameters, entropy has a wider use in many fields now. Therefore, the estimation of entropy from other distributions based on generalized progressively hybrid censoring is still of great potential for future study. 
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Appendix A. Likelihood and Log-Likelihood Functions
The likelihood functions and log-likelihood functions are presented in this Section as follows: Case I:
Case II:
Case III:
